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IAdiee  and  Gentlemen,

I  should  like  to  thank  Dr.  Mariiyo  Nzuwah  and  the  other
organiz®r8  of  this  event  for  the  honour  accorded  and  the  oppor-
tunity  afforded  to me  to  addreeB  this  di6ting`iiched  gathering.
I  do  8o  con&cioug  of  the  a]no8t  lxpo8sible  task before  me.

I  have  been  asked  to  speak  on  "The  Southern  Africa  Cri8iB"
with  Special  exphaBig  on  Angola,  Namibia  and  Zifd]abe.    Yet  my
audience  will  not  fell  to  appreciate  my  obvio`ie  linitation8  in
digcug8lng  s`ich  a  conprehen8ive  and highly  topical  Subject.    To
begin with,  each  of  the  a8pect8  involved  in  the  Southern African
confrcntattion  could `rell be  a  matter  for  separate  and detailed
treatment.    rurthemore,  almost  everyone  i8  nor`r  talking  about
Southern  Afrlca  and  especially Angola  that  I  am  afraid  I  may  not
Say  anything  new.    But  my  more  geriouB  disadvantage  is  that  aeny
eminent  African  Statesmen  and  spokeanen have  addressed  themselves
to  this  topic  and with  such  lucidity,  clarity and profundity  that
I  feel  nygel£  clearly  dlgadvantaged  and  ill-equipped:

But  in  accepting  the  University '8  gracious  invitat:ion,  t`ro
factors have  weighed  quite  heavily  in  giving me  the  courage,  to
addregg  you  today.    Flret,   the  coincidence  With  George  Wachington'e
official birthday.    For  what better  occasion  to  remind  regpon8ible
Americans  like  those  gathered here  that  the  Same  ideals  for  fre®don
and  elinlnation  of  foreign  doninatlon  that  inspired  and no`red  greet
Alt]erlcan8  like  George  Washington  are  what  sugtain8  the  African
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freedon  fighters  in  Southern  Africa  today?    me  African  in  Zim-
babwe  and  Namibia  degire8  nothing  more  than  the  right  to  decide
his  onm  de8t:iny  and  to  be  rid  of  oppres81on  and  daily  degradation
and  humiliation.

Perhaps  the  overwhelming  majority  of  Namibian8  and  Zideabvean8
have  never  heard  of  ghcmas  Jefferson  who  wrote  in  the  American
Declaration  of  Independence :

''we  hold  these  truths  to be  self-evident:    That  all
men  are  created  equal.    That  they  are  endoved with
certain  unalienable  rights.    That  among  these  are  life,
llbgrty and the  pursuit  of happiness  -  th.t  to  secure
these  rights,  Governments  are  instituted  among  men,'deriving  their  just  pover3  from  the  consent  of  the
governed,   -  that  whenever  any  form  o£  Coverrm`ent  beccmeo
destructive  to these  ends,  it  is  the  right  of  the  people
to  alter  or  abolich  it,  and  to  institute  a  new Govern-
ment  laying  its  foundation  on  Such  principles,  and  orga-
nizing  its  pouers  in  g`ich  form  a8  to  them  chall  seem
most  likely  to  effect  their  Safety  and hamine8s."

Many  of  the  Africans  in  the  t"ro  oppressed  lands  o£  Southern
Africa  as  indeed  in  South  Africa  itself  may  not  have  heard  those
poverful trordg.    But  most  certainly,  they  see  nothing  to  contra-
dict  them.    Above  all,  this  Declaration  has  a  lot  of  bearing
with  what  is  going  on  there.    In  simple  terms,  the  Struggle  in
Southern Africa  is  for  the  attairment  of  the  inalienable  rightB
of  the  dispo8se8sed  millions.

It  is  a  struggle  to  change  the  tmrepre8entative,  white
minority  racist  regimes  and  to  create  governments  which  are  no8t
likely  to  engLLre  their  Safety  and  promote  their  happiness.

In  Zifroabwe,  where  a  minority  of  250,000  whites  i8  oppre.-
sing  the  more  than  4  million  Africans;  arid  in  Namibia  where  So`lth
Afrlca  continues  to defy  the  will  and  outrage  of  the  international
ccrmunity,  the  basic  characteristics  of  the  Struggle,  though
perhaps  in  sons  cases  relatively more  conplex,  ere  not  very  dlf~
£erent  frco  that  t^raged by  the  pioneers  of  Amerlcen  independence.
The  I,iberation  Ho`refnents  ln  Zitd}abwie  and  Namibia  -  ANC  and  stmELO
respectively  are  fighting  for  an  end  to  foreign  domination  end  the
creation  of  truly  representative  goverrments.

'
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But  the  Africans  in  Southern  Africa  are  f ighting  not  just
for  the  elimination  of  foreign  domination.    They  are  fighting  for
their  very humanity which  i8  constantly  challenged by  their
oppressors.    You  are  all  familiar  with  the  nat`ire  of  the  Southern
African  Struggle  and  I  need  not:  repeat  the  obvious.     Suffice  it
to  gay  t:hat  the  struggle  there  is  against  coloniallan  and  the
vilest  form  of  racieni.    And  no  true  African,  no  patriot  will
condone  Such  a  perpetual  state  of  humiliation.    Yet,  when  the
freedon  fighterB resort  to  legitimate  struggle  aa  they have,  they
are  immediately  given  all  sorts  of  labels.    Terrorists  or  Cottmu-
nist8  or  a  ccndbination  of  both  i6  the  most  cc"on  reference.  One
expects  the  enemies  of  African  freedom  to  do  so,  but  when  one
hears  Similar  expressions  used  in  this  country  either  verbally
or  by  printed word,  then  it  is  only  right  that  we  chould use
occaBion8  like  these  to  recapitulate  what  should  in  fact  be  obvious:
Wasn't  George  Wachington  branded by  the  British  as  a   ''terroriBt",
an  anarchigt  and  a  renegade  too?    Of  course,   in  1776,  Karl  Marx
had  not  been born;    Othert\/ise,  considering  the  convenient  labels
loosely  used by  the  antognist8  of  the  freedcm  Struggle  whether  in
Zihoabve  or  in Angola.  it  ig  not  farfetched  to  inagine  that both
Washington  and  I.incoln  had  they  lived  in  the  post  october  Revo-
lution  and  preached  gone  of  the  ideals  they  did,   they  trould  po881-
bly have  been  classified  e9  "c-unist8. "

Therefore,  as  this  country  prepares  to  celebrate  its  200
years  of  its  independence,  it  ig  only  relevant  to bear  in mind
that  the  aspirations  and  expectations  of  the  Africans  in  Southern
Africa  are  not  a  new  phenonenon;  Nor  for  that  matter  ig  armed
struggle  to  attain  that  objective,  a  recent  African  invention.
trhoge  American  revolutionarieg  of  1776  would  feel  insulted  lf  any
aspergion8  Were  throVli  at  the  legitinacy  of  their  armed  struggle;
This  awareness  of  some  aspects  of  American  history  and  the  need
to  draw  Some  relevant  analogies  in  this  bicentennial  year  ls  the
other  factor  which  pronpted me  to  accept  the  challenge  of  dis-
c`18slng  the  Southern  African  crisis  with  you  today.

Iadiea  and  Gentlemen,

Iiet  me  now  turn  to  the  specif ic5  of  the  Southern Africa
Bltuation  and  offer  solt`e  general  observations.

I  do  not  believe  that  there  is  any  responsible  person  either
in  this  country  or  in  other  world. capitals  who  now doubts  the
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seriousness  and  explosive  nature  of  the  problem.    I  chould  only
poirit  out,  as  a  matter  of  record,  that  long before  the  issues
of  that  part  of  our  continent  began  to  attract  prominent  head-
lines  in  this  country  and  elsewhere  in  the  Western  World  -
thanks  to  the  struggle  in  Angola  -  many  eminent  Africa£ Heads
of  States  and particularly_those  bordering  the  areas Alike  Pro-
sidents  Nyerere  and  Kaunde/ had  repeatedly  warned  that  the
situation  in  Southern  Africa  poses  a  real  threat  to  the  peace
and  security  of  the  African  continent  and  that  it  has  all  the
makings  of  a  racial  conflagration  with  unforeseen  international
repercussions.    For  the  confrontation  between  the  forces  of  free-
dom  and  those  of  oFTession  were  nowhere  more  sharply  drawn.
Yet,   there  vere  those  who  considered  these  warnings  as  alarmist:
and  in  some  cases  treated  them with  cynicism,  confident  as  they
were  in  the  invincibility  of  the  8o-called  "white  redoubt':    To
them,   it  was  simply  inconceivable  that  the  unholly  trinity  of
Portuguese  fascism,  apartheid  South  Africa  and  the  minority  Smith
regime  `rould be  seriously  challenged.

The  stability  of  Southern  Africa  was  conceived  iz)  terms  of
the  8o-called  stability  of  the  impregnable  forceg  of  this  unholly
alliance.    But  the  liberation  movements  of  the  former  Portuguese
colonies  -PAIGC  of  Guinea  Bisgau  and  Cape  Verde,   FREE.IMO  of
Mozand>ique  and  the  MPIA  of  Angola,   through  their  resilience  and
sacrifice,   supported by  Free  Afrba,  the  Third  World  nations,  the
Socialist  and  Scandinavian  countries  as  well  as  many  people  out~
side  the  governments  in  the  Western  World.  among  whorl  are  many
Americans  -  chattered  this  nyth.

the  defeat  of  Portuguese  colonialistn  in  Africa  and  the
collapse  of  Portuguese  fascism brought  a  new  era  in  Southern
Africa.    The  Balance  of  Pover  has  changed  radically  in  favour  of
the  forces  of  freedcm  and  against  the  forces  of  r®cierrL  and
colonialim.    In  the  words  of  the  Oar  e§  Salaam Declaration
adopted by  the  Extraordinary  Session  of  the  Council  of  HinisterB
of  the  organization  of  African  Unity held  in  Tanzania  in  April
1975,  the  frontiers  of  freedom have  been  extended  in  that  Part
of  our  continent.    Yet,  one  must  recognize  that  the  victories
won  had  been  at  great  sacrifice,  both  huznan  and  material;    Africa
lost  sore  of  its  finest  8ons  in  that  struggle.    Most  certainly
we  would  all  have  preferred  a  less  violent  path.    Historical
evidence  fully  supports Africa 'g  desire  to effect  peaceful
changes.
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In  1969,   the  countries  of  East  and  Central  Africa  evolved
the  famous  I,u§aka  Manifesto.    That  historical  document  which  was
endorsed  by  the  OAU  and  the  United  Nations  clearly  stipulated
Africa 's  option  to  attain  freedom  and  racial  equality  through
peaceful  means.     ''We  would  prefer  to  negot:late  rather  than  des-
troy,  to  talk  rather  than  to  kill.    we  do  not  advocate  violence;
we  advocate  an  end  to  violence  against  human  dignity  which  is
now being  perpetrated by  the  oEpreBsors  of  Africa",   so  declared
free  Africa.a  leaders.    The  I.usaka  Manifesto  went  further,   ''if
peaceful  progress  to  emancipation  were  possible,  or  if  changed
circu[ristances  t^rere  to  make  it  possible  in  the  future.  we  would
urge  our  brothers  in  the  resistance  movements  to  use  peaceful
methods  of  struggle  even  at  the  cost  of  some  conpronise  on  the
timing  of  change."    This  was  a  call  to  reason,   a  call  for  ne-
gotiations.    Regrettably,  the  I,usaka  Manifesto  was  rejected by
the  regimes  of  Pretoria,   Salisbury  and  I,ichon.    But  even  more
lamentable  was  the  fact  that  the  foreign  allies  and  supporters
of  these  regimes while  paying  lip-service  tribute  to  the  Mani-
festo,  did  nothing  to  promote  meanitigful  negotiations.    On  the
contrary,  five  years  later  -  after  thousands  of  casualties  -
fatal  and  otherwise  -  the  ideals  espoused by  the  I,ugaka  Mani-
festo  triutt`med,  thanks  to  the  perseverance  and  resistance  of
the  I,iberation  Movements.     The  I,iberation  of  Mozambique  and
Angola  which  is  currently  successfully waging  a  struggle  for  the
consolidation  of  its  independence  -  has  uchered  new hopes  and
expectations  for  the  freedom  of  Namibia  and  Rhodesia  and  finally,
for  the  triulrph  of  equality  and  justice  within  Sout:h  Africa
itself.

But  whether  zideabwe  and  Namibia  attains  this  freedom
through  the ballot  or  the  bullet  is  really  not  up  to  the  Africans.
The  ball  is  in  the  court  of  their  oppressors  and  those  who  c:ol-
1aborate  with  them.    Africa's  desire  to  seek  peaceful  changes
has  never  diminiched.    The  I}ar  es  Salaam  Declaration  is  a  clear
testinony  to  this  end.     But  Africa's  enemies  chow  no  such  peace-
ful  desires.    This brings  me  to  the  Angolan  question.

The  People's  Republic  of  Angola  is  of  vital  and  strate-
gic  ixportance  to  the  Southern  African  struggle.    But  the  con-
cept  of  8trat:egic  value  of  that  country  chould  not  be  confused
or  deliberately  distorted.    Attempts  to  consider Angola  in  pure
cold  war  calculations  is  not  only  to  do  disservice  to  the  An-
golan  st:ruggle  but  also  to  underestilnate  the  pa86ionat:e
nationalist  yearnings  of  the  Angolans.    It  is  above  all  to  de-
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monstrate  cheer  ignorance  on  the  history  of  nationalist  resistance
in  Africa  -  the  Mpln  no  exception.

From  our  point  of  view,   the  strategic  importance  of  Angola
lies  in  that  country.s  monumental  potential  in  the  contribut:ion
to  the  liberation  of  Africa.    Free  Angola  will  certainly  greatly
enhance  the  prospects  of  early  liberation  for  Namibia  and  also
Zin]:>abwe.     South  Africa  knows  this.     we  know  it  too.     All  the  noise
of  Angola  going  communist  or  being  a  satellite  of  the  Soviet  Union
is  utter  nonsense.     South  Africa  knows  that  and we  know  it  too;
And  we  are  not  in  the  least  surprised  that  the  Pretoria  regime
resorts  to  the  spectre  of  communism  to  justify  its  invasion  in
Angola.    "ey  thought  they  could  bafrooozle  world  public  opinion  and
thus,  buy  more  time.    Fortunately,  they  have  failed  miserably.    They
have  certainly  failed  in Africa.

what  then  are  the  issues  concerning  Angola?    The  South  Afri-
cans have  invaded  that  country  with  one  single  objective:  attempting
to  thwart  the  establishment  of  a  government  in  I.uanda  which  would
be  genuinely  serving  African  interests  and  thus,  diametrically
opposed  to  the  grand  design  of  Pretoria's  expansionism.     In brief,
South  Africa  ained  at  e8tablithing  in  Angola  a  clientale  regine.
This  attests  to  its  support  of  those  factions  in  Angola  which  mere
prepared  to  lend  themselves  to  be  used by Africa'8  arch  eneny,   and
its  outright  incursions  into  Angola,  moving  hundreds  of  miles  in
the  interior.    Fort:unately,   South  Africa 's  invasion  boomeranged.
It  made  more  and  more  African  states  vigilant  and  come  out  in
support  of  the  MpliA's  -led  Government  of  the  Peoples  Republic  of
Angola .

I  realize  that  Angola  is  a  hot  issue  in  this  country.    But,
as  time  does  not  permit,   I  shall  confine  my  remarks  to  only  a  few
additional  observations:

"e  Apartheid  regime  is  the  main  eneny  of  the  Africans  in  our
continent.    That  regime  oppresses  nan-whites  in  South  Africa  Pro-
per;   it  is  a  colonial  pouer  in  Namibia  and  an  illegal  one  at  that;
it  is  the  main bulwark  of  resistance  against  international  action
against  the  illegal  white  minority  regime  in  southern  Rhodesia.
Thus,  whether  one  refers  to  Namibia  or  Rhodesia,   in  i:he  final
analysis,  we  must  reckon  with  South  Africa.    It  should  therefore
not  be  cliff icult  to  cotrLprehend  the  conc:eras  and  fears  of  countries
like  mine  to  South  Africa's  aggression  in  Angola.     Nor  Should  our
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reaction  surprise  anyone.    Tanzania  was  one  of  those  countries,
which  though  had  ardently  supported  the  MPIA  throughout  its  libe-
ration  war  did  not  imediately  recognize  the  MPIA-led  government
after  independence.    At  one  time,  we  also  advocated  a  government
of  national  unity.    We  worked  tirelessly  in  collaboration  with
many  other  African  states  to  avoid  a  civil  war.    But  with  the  advent
of  South  Africa's  intervention,   the  struggle  in  Angola  ceased  to  be
a  simple  civil  strive.    It  was  a  struggle  to  resist  foreign  ag-
gression  and  racierL.     The  alt:ernative  before  us  vas  clear.     We  felt
it  as  our  responsibility  to  fully  and  unequivocally  support  the
MPIA  government  as  only  that  government  could  ensure  the  freedom
and  independence  of  Angola  and  thus  ensure  the  onvard  march  of
the  African  revolution.    Through  its  heroic  resistance,  the  MPIA
had  more  than  justified  our  confidence.

Today,  the  Peoples  Republic  of  Angola  ig being  recognized
and  supported  by  no  legs  than  36  African  states.    It  is  already
a  mefroer  of  the  organization  of  African  Unity.     I  have  no  doubt
that  in  days  and  weeks  to  come,  tnore  and  more  African  states  will
recognize  and  surport  it.    For  it  should be  emphasized  that  those
African  states  which  have  yet  to  recognize  the  MPIA  government  -
have  not  done  so  not  due  to  lack  of  commitment  to  the  struggle  for
Africa .s  freedoltL  and  against  South  Africa's  aggression  but  rather
out  of  genuine  differences  of  approach.    I  remain  confident  that
as  the  Eteoples  Republic  consolidates  its  independence  and  elimi-
nates  foreign  aggression,  it  will,  true  to  the  historical  traditions
of  1:he  MPIA,   prcmote  national  concord  and  national  harmony  and
in  the  process,  win  even  broader  support  to  its  cause  both  within
and  outside  Africa.    Those  of  us  who have  had  close  links  with
the  MPIA  and  its  leaders,  who  know  of  their  nan-racial,  non-tribal
and  non-Sectarian  amealB,   are  confident  of  Angola 's  future  under
their  dynamic  leadership.

Addressing  a  distinguiched  American  gathering  of  this  nature,
I  must  express  our  satisfaction  at  the  increasing  understanding
shown by  many  sectors  of  the  Atrierican  public  and  its  legislators
on  the  nature  of  the  struggle  in  Angola.    This  is  of  vital  im-
pertance.    For  it  would  be  most  unfortunate  and  indeed  tragic  to
fail  to  evaluate  properly Angola 's  struggle  for  meaningful  inde-
pendence  and  be  swayed  by  cliches  and highly  over-sixplistic
propaganda.

The  Struggle  in  Angola  as  indeed  in  the  rest  of  Southern
Africa  ia  not  a  struggle  for  or  against  cot(Imutism.     The  MPIA  govern-
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ment  is  a  nationalist,  non-aligned  and  yes,  admittedly,   staunchly
anti-colonialist  one.     The  MPIA  is  no  more  communist  than  for
example   is  TANU  of  Tanzania,   PDG  of  Guinea,   FREI.IMO  of  Mozafroique
and  UNIP  of  Zawhia.

Angola  will  be  nobody's  satellite.    It  will  certainly be  a
strategic  rear  base  for  the  liberation  struggle  in  Namibia  as  was
Tanzania  in  the  case  of  Mozartoique  and  as  is  ZaTrfoia  and  Mozam-
bique  in  the  case  of  Zaiwhabwe.     No  amount  of  pseudo-strategic
cold  war  conceptions  should  be  used  to  distort  the  true  nature  of
Angola's  quest  for  real  freedom  and  the  reasons  for  the  support
that  the  MPIA  government  enjoys  from  the  ever-increasing  majority
of  African  states.    those  who  really  understand Africa's  aspirations
realize  this.

The  Prime  Minister  of  S`reden,  Mr.   0lof  Elalme,   one  of  tthe
outstanding  Western  statesmen  with  a  clear  sensitivity  to  Africa 's
legitimate  struggle  for  freedom,recently made  very  pertinent
remarks  concerning  the  Angolan  situation  and  the  propagandistic
onslaught  against  the  MPIA.     Writing  in  the  Stockholm  Newspaper
Dagens  Nyheter,   the  Swedish  Prime  Minister  explained  that  the  MPIA
had  asked  for  weapons  front  most  countries  in  the  west  before
turning  to  the  Soviet  Union.    He  rightly  pointed  out  that  hardly
a  state  in Africa  had  turned  into  a  Soviet  satellite  after  receiving
such  assistance,  adding:

"I  See  in  the  press  the  MPIA  practically,   always  is
depicted  as   'Marxist ' ,  pro-Soviet  or  even  colrmunist.
This  is  propagandistic  simplification..'

Mr.   Palme,  whose  country's  links  with  the  Mpm  -like  that
Movement's  relations  with  other  Nordic  countries  and  the  Nether-
lands  - have  been  quite  extensive  4=  fact  conveniently  not  pub-
licized  by  the  mass  media  here/,   further  asserted  that  MPIA
differed  little  from  other  liberation  movements  long  accepted  in
the  vest.     The  Swedish  leader  then  declared=

''There  is,  of  course,   a  reason  for  these  labels,   it
is  more  legitimate  to  attack  "communists''  and  "terro-
rists"  and  to  support  their  opponents. '.

"ese  are  wise  and  pertinent  remarks  indeed.
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Mr.  Chairven,

me  libemtion  of  Afigola  aed  !4olanb±que,   changing  the  geo-
polltic.I  situation  in  Soul:hero Africa ,  ha. opeeed tiar hori=oti€
in  the  tid.  for  Africa'a  freeaca  and human  dignity  in  Soufaern
Africa.    But  the  war  is  I.I  fran beirig  won.    Indeed  the  obstacles
are  many  and  no  less  formidable.    And  once  again,   the  old  questicn
of  whether  there  would be  violent  or  peaceful  -  or  to be  more
accurate,   less  violent  -means  of  Struggle  cones  into  the  fore.
And  again,  the  choice  is  neither  that  of  the  liberation  movements
of  Zifroabwe,  Namibia  nor  that  of  free  Africa.    For  Africa'6
objective  of  liberation  cannot  be  conpronised.    President  Nyerere,
addressing  the  comnemorative  session  marking  the  silver  Jubilee  of
the  United  Nations  in  October  15,1970  explained  Free  Africa's
alternatives  on  Southern  Africa   in  the   following  it;®qLgS  -T~-+'j`.

'  ''For  Africa  there  is  no  choice.    T^Je  have  to  Support
the  freedcm  I ighters.    Theirs  ig  merely  a  continuatlo
of  the  freedom  struggle  which  has  already  resulted  in
41  Africarl  nations  being  represented  in  this  General
Asgettfoly.    For  the  national  freedcm  and  human  equalit
for  which  these  people  are  fighting  are  not  only  the
Same  rights  which  the  rest  of  Africa  claimed  and  won;
they  .re  also  the  only basis  on which  free  states  of
Africa  exist. "

aB  Wag aptly  pet  in  1969,  Africa  does  not  advocate  violence.
Rather,  `re  advocate  an  end  to  violence.    Thus,   inspite  of  the
victories  won,  the  OAU  Council  of  Ministers  in  their  extraordinary
meeting  in  Oar  eg  Salaam  in  April  1975,  went  on  record  as  follows:

"Africa 's  objective  in  Zihaabwe  is  independence  on
the  basis  of  majority  rule.    This  can be  achieved
either  peacefully  or  by  violent  means.    Either  way,
Africa  will  lend  its  unqualified  support  to  the  free-
dan  I ighters  led by  their  nationalist  movement  -  the
African  National  Council.    As  long  as  t:he  objective
of  majority  rule  before  ifldependence  is  not  compro-
tt`ised,  Africa  would  support  all  efforts  by  the  Zim-
bahore  nationali8t8  to win  independence  by  peaceful
means, "

"ig  declaration  by  the  organization  of  African Unity wag
made  amldst  a  background  of  the  efforts made  by  the  African
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Zh€i~al  eotinci|  o£  =ilale>-t*af-  t}o  >€t.I.aha  -  -`egotiated  Settlement.
qmege  effort:a  began  in  Decefroer  1974  with  the  en®a`i=.gotcont  and
soFpert  of  Preaidenl:g  seretse  mama  of  Botswana,   Samora  e4achel
of  Mozafroique,   Kenneth  Kaunda  of  Zawhia  and  .uliu8  Nyerere  of
ganzania.     Regr€l];a]}1y.  these  efforts have  been  frustrated by  the
intransigenqy  and  recalcitrancy  of  the  minority  regime  in  South-
ern  thodegia.    And  thug  making  an  intensification  of  armed
struggle  iri  Zifroabwe  inevitable.    Foa:  the  alternative  to  a
negotiated  settlement  ig  not  an  impasse  or  status  quo.    Rather,
an  inten.ification  of  armed  resistance.    Africa's  role  is  clear.
It  was  ln  fact  already  enunciated  a8  an  alternative  Strategy  of
the  I.ugaka  Manifesto:

"But  while  peaceful  progresf=  is  blocked  by  action
of  tboee  at  present  in  power  in  the  States  of  Southern
Africa,  we  have  no  choice  but  to  give  to  the  pople
of  those  territories  all  .he  Support  of  which  we  agl®
capable  in  their  struggle  against  their  ®FTesgors."

The  situation  ln  N?nibia  is  no  less  disconcerting.    In
1966,   the  United  Natlon8  terminated  South  Africa 's  mandate  over
that  territory.    T'his  decision  has been  endorsed by  the  Security
Council.    In  June  1971,  the  International  Court  of  Justice
delivered  an  advisory  opinion  confirming  the  illegality  o£  Scth
Afrlca'g  presence  in  the  territory.     In  I)ecember  1973,  the
Security  Council  unanimously  af}d
the  decision

hasize  the  ananimlt
-  called  upon  South  Africa  to  withdraw  from  the

territoryi  t`o respect  its unity  and territorial  integrity  and
affirmed  the  right  of  Namibians  to  selfndetermination  .nd  inde-
pendence.     South  Africa  has  treated  all  these  decisions  with
characteristic  contem.pt.

on  the  30th  of  last  month  -  when  I  had  the  honour  and
privilege  to preside  over  the  Security Council  -  that  important
United  Nations  body  which  is  primarily  responsible  for  the  main-
tenance  of  international  peace  and  security  took another  unani-
!!±g!±g decision.    while  reiterating  its  previous  demands,   the
security  Council  specifically  called  vpon  South  Africa  to  declare
its  readiness  to  allow  free  elections  to be  held  in Nanibi.  under
United  Nations  supervision  and  control.     Can  the   Scuth  Afric@ng
really be  allowed  to  continue  their  clef lance  with  itqunity?

I  have  already  pointec-.  o`it  that  South  Africa  a9  the  colo-
nial  power  in  Namibia  and  a  de  facto  authority  in  Rhode81e  holds
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the  key  to  the  solution  of  1:he  two  problems.    The  freedom  fighters
have  made  their  decision.     Faced  by  South  Africa's  obduracy  and
the  arrogance  of  the  minority  regime  in  Rhodesia.  they  will  in-
tensify  their  armed  struggle  so  as  to  facilitate  eventual  serious
negotiations.     But  what  of  the  world  community?

I  would  like  in  this  connection  to  refer  to  the  role  of  the
Western  countries  and  more  particularly  the  major  powers  in  the
cc]ming  confrontation  in  Southern  Africa.

mey  are  the  main  supporters  of  the  Pretoria  regime.    They
supply  it  with  economic  and  other  types  of  support.    Above  all,
they  give  that  regime  political  respect,ability  and  protect  it  from
universal  ostracism  and  isolation.    They  do have  then  a  great
responsibility.    They  ought  to  search  their  conscience  and  consider
ways  and  means  at  least  to  reduce  the  level  and  intensify  of  the
inevitable  confrontation.    We  hope  that  as  the  leader  of  the Western
World,  the  United  States  will  assume  a  responsible  position  in  that
direction.    Nothing  could be  more  fitting  in  a  bicentennial  year.

Their  responsibility  is  grave  indeed.    For  us  in  Tanzania,
as  indeed  the  whole  of  free  Africa,   our  choice  is  clear.    We  shall
reinforce  our  support  for  the  liberation  struggle.    We  expect  no
less  from  the  traditional  allies  and  supporters  of  the  liberation
movements.

I  should  like  to  end  with  one  solfrore  observation.     Since  the
Angolan  events,  we  have  heard  a  lot  of  moralising.    Africa  has
never  had  so  many  advocates  of   "good  advice".     we  have  been  warned
of  the  danger  of  recolonization;     Scme  of  these  remarks  have  come
from wellineaning,  even  if  misguided  advisers.     others  front  cynics.
And  yet  others  from  apologists  of  apartheid  and  colonialism  in
Southern  Africa.     To  the  cynics  and  apologist§,  we  need  not  waste
our  breath.     But  to  those  well-meaning  people,  we  can  only  say  that
it  is  important  to  examine  one's  role  if  one's  advice  is  to be
taken  seriously.     In  the  days  of  the  armed  resistance  against:  Por-
tuguese  colonialism,  Africa  -through  its  highest  authorities,
pleaded  in  vain  t:o  mariy  western  goverrments  for  supports.     Not  only
were  the  freedom  fighters  refused  military  assistance  but  in  some
cases,  not  even  an  aspirin  was  spared.     To  compound  the  rebuff ,
some  of  the  governments  from  whom  Africa  expected  understanding
and  sympathy,  chose  instead  to  fill  the  coffers  and  provide  equip-
ment,  military  or  otherwise,  to  the  very  oppressors.    The  collusion
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with  Portuguese  colonialism  is  still  fresh  in  our  memories.     It:
is  to be  hoped  that  the  rich  experience  accumulated,  would  solicit
more  understanding  of  the  legitimate  struggle  for  national
liberation.    Only  then  can  those  nations  have  any  moral  right
to  expect  to be  taken  seriously by  the  freedom  fighters  and  their
supporters  in  free  Africa.


